Like many cryptosystems, PGPfone[l3] requires a method of reliably exchanging binary data over noisy phone lines.
Motivations
PGPfone(l31, developed by Boulder Software Engineering, provides high-quality secure voice communications over ordinary phone lines. Impliat in this project, as in any cryp tographic project, are several situations where it is necessary to exchange various strings of near-random binary numbers in a secure and reliable fashion. Unfortunately, reading these strings in binary (or even hexadecimal) is tedious and errorprone.
PGPfone's designed solution to this problem is to develop a word list, styled after the traditional military or pilot's alphabet (alpha, bravo, charlie, . . . ), with each word representing some fixed number of bits. In addition to providing compression, this also provides some error prevention, error detection, and human factors advantages if done properly. An ideal word list would consist of short, easily recognizable and easily pronounceable words with easily distinguished prefixes and a minimum of phonetic confusibility or bad associations.
We chose to approach this task as a selection problem--from a much larger list, select words with appropriately chosen characteristics. For this project, we used the Moby Pronundator database of nearly 200,000 word/pronunaation pairs. In some characteristics, such as "short", selection is trivial. In others, such as "no bad assoaations", this is nearly impossible to perform automatidy and it was recognized that this would need to be done by hand. The main technical difficulty that we considered to be solvable by computer occurred in the representation of "phonetic confusibility."
Linguistic distances
Our approach to the problem of phonetic confusibility is a variant of the work of [9] Even granting the viability and success of a phoneme-byphoneme perceptual distance metric, there are difficulties in its extension to full-word distances, and here theory provides less support than might be wished. For example, if each phoneme were weighted equally and could be directly compared with a single other phoneme, the difference between two words is simply the sum of the phoneme differences. However, some phonemes are clearly more salient than others. On a gross level, the stressed syllables of a word pair 
Engineering Aspects
The ultimate test of any representation is the quality of so- The most difficult aspect of the list to control was unfortunately one of the more important; the final lists should contain words with appropriate associations. One of the goals was to develop a word list that would inspire a certain amount of confidence in the security of the overall product.
Although it proved difficult enough to automatically banish repugnant words there seems no automated procedure for detecting all and only "cool" words. We used what ad hoc principles we could identify. The standard pilots' alphabet, for instance, contains familiar but uncommon words; only a few words do not appear in the Brown corpus at all, while no word listed has a frequency of 85 occurrences or more. So words that were too unfamiliar or too common were eliminated. In general, noninkted words seem stronger than their inilected variants. In the end, we were forced to rely on human judgement, generating a list, blue-pencilling or modifyutg words that we found inappropriate, then using the survivors as the base for another list. syllable words, and the other, three. We used a simple genetic algorithm (21 to evolve a near-optimum (sub)set of the candidates such that the smallest distance between any pair was maximized. S p e d d y , the GA generated a population of random 256-word subsets of the candidate list. Subsets were permitted to "breed" by trading some of their members, and the daughter subsets were evaluated (using the distance metric described above) to determine the closest pairwise distance. Successful children were allowed to be f i t f u l and multiply, while the losers in the genetic sweepstakes were simply dropped from the population. After sevaal hundred generations, the top candidate was then edited as described above, and the surviving words were used as a fixed and un- 
Implications and Conclusions
The final alphabet as distributed in PGPfone appears to work well enough for the purpose for which it was designed our feedback has generally been positive, and suggested improvements tend to be matters of opinion on single words rather than changes to the underiying structure or model. and onset must also be taken into account.
Third, that templates are best used to control the sorts of comparisons and measurements taken, but that using them will greatly restrict the overail validity of the measurements.
There are almost certainly other principles that could be found and added to this list. It is hoped that future work, whether in the context of PGPfone 2.0 or other unrelated projects, will be able to extend this list of principles to a fJ1 theory of isolated word perception.
